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Saratov Region is located in the southeast of East European plain in the
Lower Volga area.
It borders on Samara, Ulyanovsk and Penza Regions in the north; on
Voronezh and Tambov Regions in the west; on Volgograd Region in the south and
on Kazakhstan and Orenburg Region in the east.
The extension of Saratov Region from west to east is 357 miles (575 km),
from north to south 150 miles (240 km). Its land area is 101.2 square kilometers.
The administrative center is Saratov. The distance from Saratov to Moscow on the
highway is 847 km, and in a straight line - 723 km.
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The climate of Saratov Region is moderately continental.
Saratov city was found as a sentry fortress in 1590. In second half of XVIII
century a large reloading point and the center of trade in fish and salt, and from
XIX century — grain. Since 1780 Saratov became provincial city. At the
beginning of the XX century Saratov was the largest and the most comfortable city
of the Volga area. The large machine-building factories, and after war — the
instrument-making and radio-electronic enterprises of a defensive profile have
been constructed during the industrialization of 1930th years. The city became the
important scientific and industrial center.
Saratov Region is known as one of the largest centers of science in Russia.
The area is presented by a complex of large research and project institutes,
including the Russian Academy of Sciences, the research-and-production
enterprises and associations.
The high education system of the region involves 46 universities.
There are 3 university complexes in the region:
• Saratov State University called after N.Chernyshevsky;
• Saratov State Technical University;
• Saratov State Agrarian University called after N.Vavilov,
which are recognized as large scientific centers and actively involved into
scientific researches in humanitarian, natural, social and applied sciences.
Saratov Region represents itself as for a long time the region possessing in
high cultural potential in the history of national culture.
THEATRES
Saratov is an old theatrical city. Theatres in Saratov play a huge role in
educating the residents of the city, their involvement in global and national
dramatic art.
The Saratov Academic Opera and Ballet Theatre
The address: 1, Teatralnaya Square, Saratov, 410012
Phone: (8452) 26-31-64
The Saratov Academic Opera and Ballet Theatre is one of the oldest in the
Volga area and in Russia. It has arisen at the beginning of the XIX century, and in
the early XX century Saratov already becomes the musical center of the Volga
area. The first Conservatory in the Russian province, School of Music are opened
here, the Saratov Union of Orchestra Musicians is organized. Today, the Saratov
Academic Opera and Ballet Theatre is considered as the guardian and the
successor of the musical traditions of world art. It was distinguished always by rich
classical and original repertoire including "Hovanschina" by M.Musorgsky,
"Tangeizer" by R.Wagner, "Wilhelm Tell" by J.Rossini, "Lady Makbet of
Mtsensky District" by D.Shostakovich, "The Story of the Real Man" by
S.Prokofiev, "Rigoletto" by J.Verdi etc.
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Saratov Academy Theatre for Young Audiences
Address: 1, Kiseleva Str., Saratov
Phone: +7 (8452) 24 23 63
http://www.tuz-saratov.ru/
Saratov Academy Theatre for Young Audiences is unique feature of Russian
culture.
In theatre guide there are more than 30 performances and at least 5 first nights
each year. Of great interest are performances after opuses of A.Chekhov and
A.Gorky, A.Pushkin, and D.Fonfizin, F.Dostoevsky and N.Gogol, W.Shakespeare
and W.Gauf, M.Meterlink and R.Williams.

The Saratov State Academic Drama Theatre Named
after I.Slonov
The address: 116, Rabochaya Str., Saratov, 410078
Phone: (8452) 39-28-77

The Saratov State Academic Drama Theatre Named after I.Slonov is one of
the oldest theatres in Russia. In the twenties of the XIX century travelers’ troupes
on tour, guest performers and local fans placed Russian comic opera in Saratov,
operetta and dramas later. Stanislavski described it as "a hotbed of national
culture."
The Saratov Puppet Theatre "Teremok"
The address: 16, Babushkin Vzvoz Str., Saratov, 410002
Phone: (8452) 23-19-66

There is a cozy house where "fairy tale" lives on one of the oldest streets,
going down to the Volga (Babushkin Vzvoz str.) in Saratov. It is the Saratov
Puppet Theatre "Teremok".
There are performances of different topics and genres in the theatre
repertoire. The theatre works in the style of «Open face» that means the presence
of the actor on the stage together with the doll, and sometimes without it. Actors
don't hide behind a screen, and play a scene in «the live plan» in the majority of
performances.
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The Saratov Theatre of Operetta
The address: 2, Teatralnaya Str., Engels, Saratov Region,
413100
Phone: (8452) 55-59-11
Today operetta is one of the few genres which give the audience pleasure.
Magnificent classical music of all times and people, favorite images of the heroes
of classic operettas always impress the audience.
The Saratov Regional Philharmonic Named after
A.Schnittke
The address: 9, Sobornaya Square , Saratov, 410028
Phone: (8452) 26-24-38, 22-48-72
The Saratov Regional Philharmonic Named after A.Schnittke is one of the
leading concert organizations of Russia. In 2001 it was named after the composer
Alfred Schnittke, who’s the representative of the classical music school of the
twentieth century and was born in Saratov land. The Saratov Regional
Philharmonic Named after A.Schnittke holds symphonic, orchestral, chamber
concerts, thematic and monographic music and literary programs daily.
The Saratov State Conservatory Named after
L.Sobinov
The address: 1, Kirova Avenue, Saratov, 410012
Phone: (8452) 23-06-52, 23-05-03

The Saratov State Conservatory Named after L.Sobinov was the first in
Russian province and the third in Russia. It was opened on October, 1912 on the
initiative of the City Duma, the Governor and the Saratov branch of the Imperial
Russian Musical Society which was headed by the outstanding musician Stanislav
Eksner who became the first director of the university.
There are 18 departments at the Conservatory that provide training of
composers, musicologists, pianists, performers on stringed, wind, folk, percussion
instruments, conductors of academic and national choruses.
Numerous art groups (symphony and chamber orchestras, academic choir,
orchestra of folk instruments, educational theater, folklore ensembles, etc.) with
the wide repertoire performing with concert programs in the country and abroad,
having awards of many competitions and festivals are created at the Conservatory.
The Saratov Conservatory as one of the oldest artistic, scientific, educational and
outreach centers in Russia since its inception has always been the basic institution
of higher education to promote a culture of the Volga area and the North Caucasus.
More than 60 musical educational institutions in many cities of Russia, including
Samara, Volgograd, Ulyanovsk, Tambov, Stavropol, Nalchik, Penza and other
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cities have been created with its help. Hundreds of students of the Conservatory are
working in different countries of the world, in the glorified educational and
creative institutions of Russia including the Bolshoi and Mariinsky Theatres in
Moscow and St. Petersburg conservatories, in the orchestra "Moscow Virtuosos".
They are the winners of national and international competitions marked by high
awards, titles, academic degrees. The folk artists of the USSR G.Kovaleva,
L.Smetannikov, L.Popov, doctor of arts, professor at the Leningrad Conservatory
M.Mikhailov are among them. The glorified violinist, the national actor of USSR,
the professor of Moscow Conservatory D.Tsyganov who was the first performer of
many works of Shostakovich began his musical education in Saratov. The famous
folklorist and the founder of the Ural Russian Folk Choir professor L.Christiansen,
who headed the Conservatory for several years studied and taught here and many
others. About seven thousand professionals have been prepared in the Saratov
Conservatory in total.
Throughout its nearly century-old history the Saratov State Conservatory
managed to preserve and increase the traditions of Russian academic art education.
The Provincial Choral Music Theatre
The address: 18, Sobornaya Str., Saratov, 410002
Phone: (8452) 23-13-28

The birth of the team had claimed the life of our city with a rich tradition of
choral art. The Choral Music Theatre gained popularity and recognition, not only
in the area, but throughout Russia within a short period.
Over 300 compositions of various epochs, styles, genres are in the repertoire
of the collective. The special preference is given to Russian music. These are
sacred music masterpieces (choral concerts of D.Bortniansky, S.Degtyarev, "The
Vigil" by S.Rachmaninov), choral opuses of N.Rimsky-Korsakov, S.Taneev,
V.Kalinnikov. The considerable part of repertoire is made by music of modern
national composers: G.Sviridov, V.Salmanov, R.Schedrin, A.Shnittke, E.Denisov,
Y.Falik, R.Ledenev, N.Sidelnikov.
The Saratov Theatre of Russian Comedy
The address: 20, Lomonosova Str., Saratov, 410041
Phone: (8452) 44-19-99, 30-50-52
The Saratov Theatre of Russian Comedy is the unique specialized theatre
not having analogs in all country. The basic idea of creation of the theatre is
original. Russian comedy is treated much more widely here than the plays of
Russian authors. First of all it is Russian culture, both general and theatrical,
expressed in a variety of existing plays from which the theatre selected the most
relevant and actual.
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The theatre finds its niche based on the traditions of Russian classical
theatre, using modern and even avant-garde forms. The theatre put the formidable
task drawing the spectator to acquaint him with the very principle of theatricality,
talking to him a good Russian literary speech.
The Theatre of Magic and Focuses "Samokat"
The address: 41, Komsomolskaya Str., Saratov, 410002
Phone: (8452) 23-86-23, 44-80-55
The Saratov Municipal Theatre of Magic and Focuses "Samokat" is always a
secret and a holiday. Established in 1987, the theatre managed to amuse and amaze
thousands of children and adults not only in Saratov but in other cities of our
country. Dramatic theatre artists Sergei and Margarita Schukins who are lovers of
focus art have created a unique theatre which are searching an illusion performance
with the performance elements and play with the audience.
Schukins’ show is an amazing kaleidoscope of comic tricks and stunts,
humor, funny jokes. It is not surprising that it is the theatre of Miracles with the
masters of illusion on the stage.
The Saratov State Circus of Brothers Nikitins
The address: 61, Chapaeva Str., Saratov, 410000
Phone: (8452) 26-09-70

Saratov is the native land of the Russian circus. The history of the circus is
inextricably linked with the activities of the brothers Akim, Dmitry and Peter
Nikitins who were the founders of the first permanent circus in Russia. In August,
1873 still young but already known in Russia the circus artists brothers Nikitins,
who are the natives and residents of Saratov Region, bought from the circus owner
Austrian citizen Emanuel Beranek the "institution of the circus, consisting of
horses, wagons, shapitona, costumes and other accessories". Bill of sale was drawn
up in which the companions identified conditions for the transfer of the circus
property and calculation through the Saratov Community Bank. The transaction
took place on December 5, 1873. This date is considered to be the birthday of the
Russian National Circus.
The Theatre "Grani" / Theatre Workshop "Grani"
The Address: 6, Kiseleva Str., Saratov
Phone: 8-902-717-50-44; 8-963-112-07-75
The Youth Experimental Theatre. In this theater, by definition, no place for
indifferent tranquility! The actors of the theater "break the fourth wall", making the
theater closer to the person, inviting him to experience new thrills by balancing on
the brink of tragedy and clowning, circus and drama, classic and absurd,
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performance and perfect performance. The viewer here can open the simple truth
that the theater can’t only be loved one, but also it can be loving.
MUSEUMS
The Saratov State Art Museum Named after
A.Radischev
The address: 75, Pervomaiskaya Str., Saratov, 410031;
39, Radisheva Str., Saratov
Phone: (8452) 26-28-55, 26-16-06
Operating time: daily from 10:00 to 18:00, Thursday –
Friday from 12:00 to 20:00, the day off – Monday
The Saratov State Art Museum Named after A.Radischev is one of the oldest
museums in Russia. It was created through the efforts of his grandson marine
painter A.Bogolyubov who donated to the city his art collection.
The museum has exhibited paintings of many famous artists such as
Levitskiy, Repin, and others. The museum's collection is of about 300 paintings,
sculptures made of wood, marble and metal in total. The collection of rare books at
the museum consists of 5000 unique books. The museum operates the library.
Temporary exhibitions, concerts of classical, folk and contemporary music with
famous performers and top music groups from Russia and abroad are held in the
museum.
Employees of the museum develop various cycles of excursions and lectures
for different categories of visitors. Music and art programs, series of museum
tickets, theme nights devoted to the creativity of local artists are also offered to the
attention of the audience.
The Saratov State Art Museum Named after A.Radisсhev occupies the
leading position on the cultural map of Russia. It acts as a bridge between the art
of the past and the future with its excellent collection of paintings, sculptures,
drawings and decorative arts. The museum is always open to meet the new quests
despite its "venerable" age. The museum is always glad to meet with the audience.
The Saratov Regional Museum of Local History
The address: 34, Lermontova Str., Saratov, 410031
Phone: (8452) 28-24-96
Operating time: daily from 10:00 to 18:00
Saturday from 10:00 to 19:00,
Thursday from 10:00 to 20:00
The day off - Monday
http://www.comk.ru/
There are about 400 thousand items in the funds of the Saratov Regional
Museum of Local History: the richest archaeological, ethnographic,
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palaeontological, entomology, herbarium collections, presented photographic
materials, samples of manuscripts and early printed books, coins and religious
objects, poster drawings, paintings, materials on the history of political, economic,
social and cultural life. The particular interest of visitors is caused by the
collections telling about the cosmonaut Y.Gagarin, the aircraft designer
O.Antonov, the outstanding geneticist scientist N.Vavilov, the composer
A.Shnittke, the writer L.Kassil, the actors B.Babochkin, O.Tabakov, O.Yankovsky,
E.Mironov. The museum has the only collection in the country revealing the life
and work of the major Russian reformer and politician Peter Stolypin.
In 1903 Stolypin was appointed as the Governor of Saratov Region. Saratov
becomes one of the largest centers of industry and trade in Russia during his reign.
Stolypin reorganized the Department of the Saratov Province, began to delve into
every detail. He published legislative acts of the regional level one after the other
with his tremendous work ethic. Decisions in the field of agriculture were the most
interesting of these. The foundation of the famous Stolypin reforms was in Saratov
province.
Peter Stolypin was appointed as the Minister of Internal Affairs in 1906.
Last time he has visited Saratov as the Prime Minister in September, 1910. Ilya
Repin wrote the portrait of Peter Stolypin in the same year by request of City
Council. The portrait is currently on display in the Saratov State Art Museum
Named after A.Radischev.
It is possible to see the uniform of the reformer of Russia, his family album
with unique photos in the Saratov Regional Museum of Local History.
The Literary Museum of K.Fedin
The address: 154, Chernyshevskogo Str., Saratov,
410002
Phone: (8452) 23-07-32, 23-06-05
Operating time: daily from 10:00 to 18:00, Thursday
from 12:00 to 20:00 , the day off - Monday
The Literary Museum of K.Fedin was opened in Saratov on June 27, 1981.
The basis of share collections is made by K.Fedin's archive which contains the
unique documents connected with the names of the outstanding figures of the
literature, culture and art of the XIX-XX centuries.
The volume and composition of the museum collections are not inferior to
the largest literary museums of Russia. The manuscripts of N.Nekrasov, A.Blok,
V.Khlebnikov, K.Fedin, B.Pasternak, N.Tikhonov, letters of I.Turgenev,
F.Dostoevky, A.Chekhov, R.Rollan, S.Zweig, A.Frans, E.Zamyatin,
M.Zoshchenko, rare book editions of the XIX-XX centuries, books with
inscriptions of A.Blok, A.Akhmatova, K.Chukovsky, A.Forsch, V.Shishkov,
Vs.Ivanova, N.Tikhonov, photographs, rare visual materials (lifetime graphic
portraits of L.Tolstoy, M.Voloshin, N.Gumilev, views of St.Petersburg made by
M.Dobuzhinsky, E.Lansere, A.Ostroumova-Lebedeva) are of interest not only for
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Russian and foreign researchers in the field of literature and culture of the XX
century, students and pupils, but also for the general population.
The Saratov State Museum
of Fighting Glory
The address: Victory Park,
Sokolovaya Mountain, Saratov,
410038
Phone: (8452) 75-00-89
Operating time: in summer: MondayFriday from 9.00 to 17.30; Saturday Sunday from 10.00 to 18.30
The Saratov State Museum of Fighting Glory is located in the Victory Park
on Sokolovaya Mountain. The museum houses a military equipment of World War
II and the later period (model of trains, ambulance car, boat Volga Flotilla,
multiple rocket launchers, artillery, tanks, infantry fighting vehicles, armored
personnel carriers, self-propelled, antiaircraft missiles, planes, helicopters), and the
technique of the Ministry of Emergency Measures. In addition to the exhibition of
military equipment the National Village is also located on Sokolovaya Mountain
where you can find dwellings of the people occupying Saratov Region, as well as
exhibition devoted to the development of virgin and fallow lands (tractors,
combine harvesters, agricultural implements, and reclamation techniques).
The Saratov House Museum of P.Kuznetsov
The address: 56, Oktyabrskaya Str., Saratov, 410031
Phone: (8452) 23-75-96
Operating time: daily from 10:00 to 18:00 (ticket office
to 17:00)
The day off - Monday
The Saratov House Museum of P.Kuznetsov was officially opened in
January, 2001. Pavel Kuznetsov was born in Saratov in 1878. He was the pupil of
the drawing school of "the Society of Fine Arts." The Volga steppes are the world
familiar to the artist since the childhood, in his paintings it appears as the ideal
world where in harmony blended nature, animals, people. Refined colors of
painting, the individual manner of drawing, fresco monumentalism of images made
the manner of Kuznetsov recognizable. The artist turned to the new actual images
for the epoch without changing his style after the revolution. Kuznetsov took part
in the Union of Russian Artists and the association "Four Arts".
The Saratov Memorial Estate of N.Chernyshevsky
The address: 142, Chernyshevskogo Str., Saratov,
410002
Phone: (8452) 23-06-66
Operating time: daily from 10:00 to 17:00
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The day off – Monday
http://sarusadba.seun.ru/
The Saratov Memorial Estate of N.Chernyshevsky is the complex including
the memorial building (the house of Chernyshevsky family, the outbuilding of
O.Chernyshevskaya, the Pypins’ house, where his mother was born and the
outbuilding of Pypins) and the building, which launched the monographic history
and literary exposition "The Worthy Son of the Fatherland." The location of the
museum complex in the city of the provincial estates of the first half of the XIX
century, which stores class culture of different ranks, and determines its
uniqueness. The memorial household exhibition of Chernyshevskys’ house opens
in the museum's story the provincial life of the family priest, where the gifted boy
has grown up. Picturesque estate with buildings of the XIX century, the simple,
cozy, strict house, the things that hold the memory of its inhabitants, unique
memorial exhibits and high level excursions make the museum appealing to the
general public.
The Saratov Memorial Estate of V.Borisov-Musatov
The address: 33, Volskaya Str., Saratov, 410056
Phone: (8452) 22-27-52
Operating time: daily from 10:00 to 18:00, the day off Monday

The Saratov Memorial Estate of V.Borisov-Musatov is the branch of the
Saratov State Art Museum named after A.Radishchev.
Victor Borisov-Musatov was born on April, 2 (14), 1870 in Saratov. He is
one of the most considerable masters of symbolism in Russian painting. He was
born in the family of the railway man, studied at the Moscow School of Painting,
Sculpture and Architecture (1890-1891 and 1893-1895), at the St. Petersburg
Academy of Arts in the class of P.Chistyakov (1891-1893) as well as in the studio
of F.Cormon in Paris (1895-1898).
Victor Borisov-Musatov experienced the impact of P.Puvis de Chavannes,
and some masters of impressionism. He combined subtle sense of natural light and
air to the poetic imagination, changing this environment in the field of the
nostalgic mirages and dreams.
The Saratov Museum of Y.Gagarin
The address: 15, Sakko&Vancetti Str., Saratov,
410056
Phone: (8452) 23-76-66
Operating time: daily from 09:00 to 17:00,
Saturday from 09:00 to 13:00 (from September to
May), the day off - Sunday
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The Saratov Museum of Y.Gagarin is the first museum open during the life
of the first cosmonaut. The museum was opened on January 5, 1965. The opening
was attended by Y.Gagarin himself. Today the museum has the unique documents,
photographs, books, movies and video frames telling about the Saratov period of
life of Y.Gagarin. The exposition tells about the study of the future cosmonaut in
the industrial technical school and flying club, parachute training in Engels as the
part of the first group of cosmonauts, its landing on April 12, 1961 at the Saratov
land and arrival of Y.Gagarin in Saratov in January 1965.
Y.Gagarin landed 26 kilometers southwest of Engels of Saratov Region near
the village Smelovka of Tarnovsky district having completed the first in the history
of mankind, space flight aboard the satellite "Vostok". Saratov is proud of this
landmark event in the world history.
The Saratov Ethnographic Museum
The address: 26, Ulyanovskaya Str., Saratov, 410600
Phone: (8452) 73-58-80
Operating time: daily from 10:00 to 17:00,
The day off – Monday, the last Tuesday of each month
- cleaning day.
The Saratov Ethnographic Museum is the branch of the Saratov Regional
Museum of Local History. The exhibition "Peoples of the Saratov Volga region of
the late XIX and early XX centuries" introduces with the national clothes, tools,
objects of arts and crafts, occupations, culture and life of Russian, Ukrainians,
Germans, Mordvinians, Tatars, Chuvash, Bashkirs, Kalmyks. The part of the
museum exposition dedicated to the life of Saratov intelligentsia. Interiors of the
dining room, the drawing room, the office, the bedroom are presented. The
exhibition "Christian Holidays" tells about the main Christian festivals of three
religions: Orthodox, Catholic, Lutheran - Easter, Christmas.
Einstein's Entertaining Sciences Museum
Address: 12, Kirov Str., Saratov, 410028
Phone for group requests: +7 (8452) 27-70-13;
Offsite activities: +7 (8452) 34-62-50;
Operating time: daily from 10:00 to 20:00;
http: //xn--64-mlchlp3c.xn--p1ai/index.html
Perhaps, Einsteinium is the most unusual museum among the museums of
Saratov. This is one of the most suitable places in the city where you can spend a
weekend with the kids. Einstein's Entertaining Sciences Museum is an interactive
science museum. The main concept of this museum is a way of acquisition new
knowledge and consolidation old knowledge in the process of entertainment and
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"game". The exposition includes about a hundred interactive exhibits that
demonstrate in practice the basic laws and theorems of physics, mechanics,
geometry, still demonstrate some amusing facts of biology, etc. The main feature
of the museum is interactivity.
Museum of the Federal Penitentiary Service of Russia for
the Saratov Region in Saratov
Address: 18, Rabochaya Str., Saratov
Phone: +7 (8452) 22-52-18
Operating time: Monday – Friday from 09: 00 to 18: 00
http://www.ufsinsaratov.ru/museum
Museum of the Federal Penitentiary Service of Russia invite students,
graduates of higher and secondary specialized educational institutions and schools,
servicemen’s and retired Armed Forces of the Russian Federation, employees and
veterans of labor and service to visit excursions. The museum included in the list
of museums, recommended by the regional Ministry of Education to visit by
students of schools and colleges.
The Museum of the Ministry of Emergency Situations
Address: Building 7, Cathedral Square, Saratov
Phone: +7 (8452) 49-56-32
Operating time: from 08: 00 to 17: 00; the day off –
Saturday, Sunday
http://64.mchs.gov.ru/document/2651487
Museum of the Ministry of Emergency Situations situated in two rooms of
an area of over 400 square meters with a modern conference room equipped for
seminars, meetings and movies after the tour.
The museum visited not only pupils and students within the framework of
educational programs on health and safety training programs, but also the official,
who responsible for fire safety in the various organizations.
The National Villages of the Saratov Region People
The address: 29/39, Rabochaya Str., Sokolovaya
Mountain, Saratov, 410042
Phone: (8452) 23-13-02
Operating time: daily from 10:00 to 22:00;
The initiative to build the National Villages of the Saratov Region People
was born in spring 2003 on Sokolovaya hill next to the unique memorial complex
the State Museum of Military Glory.
The village was conceived as the ethnographical complex of national cultures
of the peoples living in the region. The ethnographic complex currently consists of
15 town houses located on three streets.
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The rural house and the bath transported from Voskresensky district of
Saratov Region are established in the Russian farmstead.
The Bashkir and Kazakh yurtas are established.
The Mordovian farmstead is represented by the traditional Mordovian estate
"Kudoh" with the original interior decoration and outbuildings.
The building of the biggest two-storied house "Ode" where exhibits of
traditional furniture of the Georgian house are presented is almost finished in the
Georgian court yard.
The traditional Armenian medieval country house is constructed, the garden
is put on the Armenian farmstead "Hrchit".
The Ukrainian countryside became the most visited place in the Village.
Well equipped house together with outbuildings created the real corner of the
Ukrainian culture in its best traditions here.
The pagoda is constructed and the breakdown of the park of stones with a
dry stream is planned on the Korean farmstead.
The construction of "Maiden Tower" sixteen meters tall is completed in the
Azerbaijan court yard, which is the copy of the similar tower in Baku.
The construction of Dagestan "Castle" is conducted. It is visible from the
opposite bank of the Volga as well as "Maiden Tower". The real stone brought
from Dagestan has been used in the construction.
The wooden house and the bath are presented on the Tatar farmstead. The
construction of outbuildings has already begun.
The construction of the Uzbek chaikhan comes to the end. The building of
outdoor constructions, arbors, minarets decorating with mosaics in the eastern style
is planned.
The construction of huts is completed on the Belarusian Farmstead.
The building of the house of Volga Germans is finished. The interior of the
house includes the exhibits delivered from the places of compact residence of the
Volga Germans.
There were certain traditions during the existence of the ethnographic
complex. National and state holidays, anniversaries, weddings, business meetings
are hold here and delegations from other regions and abroad are accepted.
The National Village can be considered as the original model of the decision
of international questions. This is the place that brings together people of different
nationalities. The National Village is the present House of Peoples' Friendship.
The Gallery of Arts "Aesthetics"
The address: 29/39, Rabochaya Str., Saratov, 410028
Phone: (8452) 22-28-89, 20-23-14

The Gallery of Arts "Aesthetics" is the first private art gallery of Saratov. It
is one of the ten leading galleries of the Volga region. The gallery activity is
directed on preservation and continuation of the best traditions of the domestic fine
arts.
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LIBRARIES
The Saratov Regional Universal Scientific Library
The address: 40, Gorkogo Str., Saratov, 410012
Phone: (8452) 26-15-28, 26-67-04

The Saratov Regional Universal Scientific Library is one of the oldest
libraries of the Russian Federation. It was opened on March 4, 1831 at the
initiative of the President of the Imperial Free Economic Society of Admiral
N.Mordvinov.
The funds of the library are stored 20 thousand copies of the rare fund; the
collections of the books of the XVIII and early XX centuries, about 80 thousand
numbers of magazines of the XVIII-XX centuries. Library funds are replenished
by contributions from the Moscow Public and Rumyantsevsky Museums, the
Russian Geographical Society, Academy of Sciences, Geographical Committee.
Books of D.Vakurov’s son V.Vakurov, N.Chernyshevsky’s son M.Chernyshevsky,
academician A.Shakhmatov, scientist and chemist D.Mendeleev and others are
among the private donations. The library has one of the most comprehensive in the
field of local history document funds (more than 200 thousand items). The unique
pre-revolutionary fund contains local periodicals of the XIX century, rare editions
of the first half of the XX century and the modern literature.
The Regional Universal Scientific Library currently is one of the major book
stores area, the local history depositary, and informative, educational and cultural
center. The library serves about 40 thousand readers and the books circulation is
more than 1 million copies a year. Its stock is about 3 million items including
publications in electronic form.
The Saratov Regional Library for
Children and Youth Named after
A.Pushkin
The address: 2, Yablochkova Str., Saratov,
410012
Phone: (8452) 26-10-60
http://pushkinlib.ru/
The Saratov Regional Library for Children and Youth Named after
A.Pushkin was founded on March 29, 1919. The library settles down in the central
part of the city in a cozy light two-storied private residence of the end of the XIX
century. The book fund of the library is rich in variety and constantly updated with
new editions.
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The great opportunities for tourism and rest in Saratov Region are put
by the nature. This is the only region in Russia located in three natural zones:
forest-steppe, steppe, semi-desert. The touch of flora and fauna of Europe and Asia
gives the region a special flavor and originality. The region grows 1700 species of
plants, 400 of which are brought in the Red Book. 70 kinds of mammals and 250
species of birds live on the territory of the region.
BUSTARD – LIVING SYMBOL OF SARATOV STEPPES

The bustard, or dudak (Latin Otis tarda) — the bird of the bustard family
which on appearance reminds a small ostrich. The bird has long, very powerful
legs, long neck, and a head with a short beak. It is well run and fly. The bustard is a
steppe bird, occupies steppes and semi-deserts, sometimes meets in a forest-steppe
zone of Europe.
The Bustard is one of the largest flying birds of the world, previously widely
populated the steppes of Eurasia. The position of the bird is catastrophic now and
its conservation is an important international task. The bustard is listed in the
International Red Book with the status of "vanishing species". The presence of
only 30 individuals in one section is enough to give that territory the status of
global importance.
Saratov Region is the unique place because 80-85% of the Russian
population of the Great Bustard (the second largest population in the world) is
nested here.
There are 124 nature sanctuaries on the territory of Saratov Region. The
State National Natural Park "Khvalynsky ", the zoological reserves of the
acclimatization of beavers, muskrats, deer, about 300 monuments of culture, and
more than three thousand architectural monuments are among them.
THE STATE NATIONAL NATURAL PARK
"KHVALYNSKY "

The State National Natural Park “Khvalynsky” is one of the richest and
picturesque corners of Saratov Region. The informal name of it is “Saratov
Switzerland”.
National Park "Khvalynsky" is located in Khvalynsky district of Saratov
Region in the north-eastern part of the Saratov right bank of the Volga and in the
southeastern part of the Volga Upland. It is formed by the governmental order of
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the Russian Federation on August 19, 1994. The original area was 25 514 hectares,
it consisted of the forests of the state forest fund. The governmental order of
Saratov Region from April 23, 2004 forms a security zone of the national park. It
has made of 114 924 hectares of land without withdrawal the earth from the
owners. The total area is 140 438 hectares:
• reserved (the area of 1 359 hectares),
• recreational (3 551 hectares),
• zone of economic appointment (20 604 hectares).
The park territory includes natural complexes and objects of special
ecological, historical and aesthetic value.
The tasks of the park creation are the preservation of flora, fauna, inanimate
nature and cultural heritage; the creation of conditions for tourism development
and application of scientific methods of natural systems preservation in terms of
intensive human use.
The park territory is characterized by a variety of geographical,
hydrological, botanical, historical sights.
The park is located on the highest Khvalynsky Mountains of the Volga
Uplands. The greatest absolute height is 369 m. The general nature of the relief is
elevated, undulating and hilly. Numerous ravines, gullies, valleys (the Bogdanikha
tract, mountain “Dolgaya”, Ogurtsovo, the beam Tyurin Dol, Fedorovsky Dol, the
Sleeve, etc.), divide the territory into a number of watersheds with lower-order
peaks: Mount Kalka (285 m), Mount Belenkaya (345 m), Mount Tashi (309 m),
Mount Bogdanikha (237 m), Mount Barminskaya (340 m), Mordovia Cone (267
m, the village Ulyanino is near the mountain). Tops and slopes are covered with
forest. The soil cover is very diverse.
The flora of the National Park "Khvalynsky" has more than 800 species of
vascular plants in its composition. More than 100 species are rare and protected.
The park fauna is various and rich. 53 kinds of mammals are authentically
revealed, stay of 168 kinds of birds, 15 kinds of amphibians and reptiles are
registered, and insects are presented by 339 kinds. Many kinds of animals are rare
and protected both on the territory of Saratov Region, and in Russia.
There are about 300 springs of fresh water of good quality on the territory of
the park. Water is transparent, without odor and taste, has an insignificant
mineralization, predominantly soft calcium bicarbonate.
On the territory of the Khvalinsky district are:
- the Museum of Local Lore,
- Picture Gallery,
- the Art Memorial Museum of K.Petrov-Vodkin,
- the ski resort "Khvalynsky",
- the National Park "Khvalynsky" (environmental trails, captive Department, "Holy
Spring"),
- Architectural monuments (numerous stone buildings of the XIX century which
include: Kresto-Vozdvizhenskaya Church, houses of the merchants Koshcheev,
Tchertkov, Soldatkin, Church on the Sennaya Square, the summer residence of the
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merchant Mihailov-Kuzmin, the Muslim Cathedral Mosque, the manor of the
Vorontsov-Dashkovs).
Saratov Region is rich with the hunting grounds which occupy the space in
3 899, 9 hectares.
Saratov Region is the unique territory. It is the "crossroads" of civilizations,
ethnic groups and people with unique cultural and historical heritage.
Tourists-pilgrims will be attracted by the Holy Trinity Cathedral, the
Duhososhestvensky Cathedral, the Church of the Mother of God named
"Soothe My Sorrows", the Church of St. Seraphim of Sarov, the Old
Believers Church of Cosma and Damian, the Chapel of Lady of Fatima
(Catholic), the Islamic Mosque, and the Synagogue. St. Nicholas Man's
Monastery and St. Alexis Female Monastery are currently operating in
Saratov.
SHOPPING CENTERS
Happy Mall

2, Volskiy tract, Saratov
happytc.ru
phone: +7 (845) 249-50-00
08:00-23:00

My new

17, Verhnya Str., Saratov
www.mn64.ru
phone:+7 (8452) 72-07-70
10:00-22:00

Lazurniy Shopping

4, Lenin square, Engels, Saratov region
10:00-21:00
http://lazur-engels.ru/

TC "Golden Aries"

10a,Saratov Str., Engels, Saratov region
8 (8452) 53-01-78
Open until 18:00

Trading house
"Aurora"

137, Thalmann Str., Engels, Saratov region
8 (8452) 30-44-44
Open until 21:00

TC "Avrora"

48/47, Chapaeva Str., Saratov
8 (8452) 30-40-77
Open until 21:00
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ATK "Arena"

49/65, Large Cossack Str., Saratov
8 (8452) 27-75-76
Open until 21:00
www.arena-atc.ru

Forum

1, Tankistov Str., Saratov
8 (8452) 72-48-11
Open until 21:00
http://orangeviy.ru/

Fortune

103, Kutyakova Str., Saratov
td-fortuna.webnode.ru
phone:+7 (8452) 52-50-58
09:00-18:00

Povolzhie

116 g, 50 let Oktyabrya avenue, Saratov
www.tcentr.ru
phone:+7 (8452) 30-20-55
09:00-21:00

Orange

1, Ordzhonikidze square, Saratov
orangeviy.ru
phone:+7 (8452) 30-95-85
08:00-23:00

City

153/163, Bolshaya Sadovaya Str., Saratov
gorod-tc.ru
phone:+7 (8452) 47-02-02
10:00-21:00

Pentagon

18/40, Sokolovaya Str., Saratov
08:00-23:00

Roses boulevard

150/1, Telmana Str., Engels, Saratov region
бульварроз.рф
phone:+7 (8452) 32-30-07
10:00-21:00

Siesta

1, Torgoviy proezd, Saratov
siestalook.ru
phone:+7 (8452) 30-23-02
10:00-21:00

Lenta

50, Blinova Str., Saratov
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www.lenta.com
phone:+7 (800) 700-41-11
24 hours
Tay Gallery

Avenue intersection of 50 let Oktyabrya avenue
and Dubovikova str., Saratov
10: 00-22: 00

City Mall

80, Novoastrahanskoe
Shosse, Saratov
10: 00-22: 00

Triumph Mall

167, Zarubin Str., Saratov
10: 00-21: 00

CAFES, BARS, RESTAURANTS
Bon Voyage
(business lunch. European, Caucasian,
Russian and original cuisine, home cuisine,
international, meat, fish and mixed cuisine)

31, Atkarskaya Str., Saratov
bvcafe.ru
phone:+7 (8452) 50-04-09

Cafe Mindal
(business lunch. Turkish, Uigur, Japan,
Uzbek, Russian, Korean, Chinese and
Caucasian cuisine, European, Eastern,
Asian, fish, meat and sea cuisine)

32/36, Chapaeva Str., Saratov
www.cafemindal.ru
phone:+7 (8452) 47-57-47

Baskin Robbins
(Cafe, ice-cream)

24, Radischeva Str., Saratov
www.baskinrobbins.ru
phone:+7 (8452) 23-85-90

Central perk cafe
(Italian and European cuisine)

28, Maxim Gorkiy Str., Saratov
cafe-cp.ru
phone:+7 (8452) 93-85-80

Cafe Aquatoria

7a, Naberezhnaya Kosmonavtov,
Saratov
phone:+7 (8452) 28-09-79

Fakultativ
(Japan, European, Italian and Eastern
cuisine)

64, Radischeva Str., Saratov
cafe-fakultativ.ru
phone:+7 (8452) 33-31-86
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Prestige
(Café, sauna, events halls)

51, Tankistov Str., Saratov
kafe-prestig.ru
phone: +7 (8452) 64-18-42

Julien
(mixed cuisine)

17 Mirniy per., Saratov
phone:+7 (8452) 27-85-09

Cafe Antrakt
(European cuisine)

31a, Sovietskaya Str., Saratov
phone:+7 (8452) 27-20-68

Pasta bar
(Italian cuisine)

47, Chapaeva Str., Saratov
saratov.navse360.ru/pasta-bar
phone: +7 (8452) 73-62-26

Spinky
(Pan-Asian and Asian cuisine)

8, Maxim Gorkiy Str., Saratov
spinkybar.ru
phone:+7 (8452) 22-73-14

Seahorse

16/20, Maxim Gorkiy Str., Saratov
phone:+7 (8452) 23-82-32, 26-07-52

Mestechko

62, Chapaeva Str., Saratov
mestechko64.ru
phone:+7 (8452) 27-97-55

Mandarin
(Japan, Chinese, European and Eastern
cuisine)

1/35, Yablochkova Str., Saratov
phone:+7 (8452) 73-47-60

N&B
(European cuisine)

73/75, Volskaya Str., Saratov
phone:+7 (8452) 73-56-70

Nelson
(original and Jewish cuisine)

73/75, Volskaya Str., Saratov
phone:+7 (8452) 73-43-59

Ali-Baba
(Uzbek, European, and Japan cuisine)

33, Maxim Gorkiy Str., Saratov
alibaba-saratov.ru
phone:+7 (8452) 27-86-06

Soho

5, Oktyabrskaya Str., Saratov
phone: +7 (8452) 71-71-71

Cherchill, steak house

14, Vavilova Str., Saratov
phone: +7 (8452) 73-46-46
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Royal park

1 Ust-Kurdyum Shosse, Saratov
phone: +7 (8452) 79-59-59

Tary Bary

64, Chapaeva Str., Saratov
phone: +7 (8452) 26-49-29

Gentlemen of fortune

35 Radischeva Str., Saratov
phone: +7 (8452) 23-09-00

Dolce Vita

6, Naberezhnaya Kosmonavtov,
Saratov
phone: +7 (8452) 23-54-31

Panorama

5a, Airport Str., Saratov
phone: +7 (8452) 72-69-79

PaLermo

72, Zheleznodorozhnaya Str., Saratov
phone: +7 (8452) 51-18-65

Erevan

33/35, Pervomayskaya Str., Saratov
phone: +7 (8452) 23-87-47

LEGIO

28, Volzhskaya Str., Saratov

Pearl

2, Sobornaya square, Saratov
phone: +7 (8452) 53-44-69

Old city

7, Naberezhnaya Kosmonavtov,
Saratov
phone: +7 (8452) 28-10-82

Slovakia

30, Lermontova Str., Saratov
phone: +7 (8452) 28-95-16

Asian style

6, Naberezhnaya Kosmonavtov,
Saratov
phone: +7 (8452) 23-05-00

Lira

2/4, Kirova avenue, Saratov
phone: +7 (8452) 26-05-04, 23-73-97,
28-61-20

Tired horse

9, Kutyakova Str., Saratov
phone: +7 (8452) 27-99-39
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Zhiguli

12, Kirova avenue, Saratov
phone: +7 (8452) 27-87-21, 27-50-73

Illuminator

28, Volzhskaya Str., Saratov
phone: +7 (8452) 68-56-95

Old Miller

104, 2 Sadovaya Str., Saratov
phone: +7 (8452) 52-54-37, 560-540

Red bar

42, Sobornaya Str., Saratov
phone: +7 (8452) 323-000

SOVA Gallery bar

16a, Mirny per., Saratov
phone: +7 (8452) 26-00-38

Flash bar

12, Kirova avenue, Saratov,
Tel .: (8452) 26-08-27

Hasta la Vista

39, B.Kazachja Str., Saratov
Tel .: (8452) 26-58-08

2. RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF FOREIGN CITIZENS
It is necessary to have the national passport of the country (republic) of your
constant residing at the entrance on the territory of Saratov Region of the Russian
Federation.
If you travel with the child (children) who is under the majority age and not
having the passport you are obliged to have at yourselves the documents proving
the identity of the child (birth certificate).
Each foreign citizen is obliged to fill in a migratory card which together with
the passport is shown to officials of boundary control in checkpoints at the border
of the Russian Federation for the affixing of a mark on the entry. You must stand
up for migration registration in the Russian Federation at the place of your stay in
the regional units of the Federal Migration Service of Russia in Saratov Region
within 3 working days. For this purpose it is necessary for receiving party to
present directly to the territorial division of the Federal Migration Service or
through the post office travel document (passport) and migration card of a foreign
citizen with a mark of customs control on entering the Russian Federation.
The duration of your temporary stay in the Russian Federation shall not
exceed the term of the visa validity issued to you or 90 days (3 months) for foreign
citizens who arrived in a visa-free order. You have to leave the Russian Federation
after this period or obtain permission for an extension of stay or a temporary
residence permit.
It is recommended to the Kyrgyz Republic citizens who arrived in the
Russian Federation for more than 3 months to be registered within 3 days in
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diplomatic representatives or consular establishment of the Kyrgyz Republic in the
Russian Federation.
You have the right to carry out labor activity in Saratov Region of the
Russian Federation from 18 years and only in the presence of the work permit or
the patent for work at physical persons.
If you plan to be employed in the Russian Federation your employer must
conclude the written contract with you and arrange a work permit for you and send
it to you before you start working.
Foreign citizens are forbidden to carry out labor activity in the retail trade in
alcoholic beverages (including beer), the retail trade in the pharmaceutical goods,
the retail trade in stalls and in the markets, other retail trade out of shops.
Violation of the stay (residing) in the Russian Federation, the rules of
employment may cause administrative responsibility of the foreign citizen in the
form of the penalty at the rate from 2 000 to 5 000 rubles with the administrative
deportation from the Russian Federation or without. The entry to the Russian
Federation is closed for five years from the date of execution of the court decision
on administrative deportation for the foreign citizen subjected to the administrative
deportation.
It is necessary for the foreign citizen who has received the work permit valid
for more than 90 days from the date of the entrance on the territory of Saratov
Region to find the job before the expiration of 90 days from the date of entrance to
the Russian Federation. Otherwise he would have to leave the Russian Federation
despite the existing of the work permit for over 90 days.
The foreign citizens have the right to freedom of movement for personal or
business purposes within the Russian Federation on the basis of the documents
issued by or furnished to them in accordance with this Federal law. The exceptions
are given for visits to the territories, organizations and facilities for the entrance on
which the special permission is required in accordance with Federal laws.
The temporary residence permit can be issued to the foreign citizen within
the quota approved by the Government of the Russian Federation if other is not
stipulated by this Federal Law. The validity period of the permission to the
temporary residence makes three years.
The foreign citizens in the Russian Federation are equal before the law
regardless of any conditions. The use of the rights and freedoms by them shall not
prejudice the interests of the Russian Federation, the legitimate interests of the
Russian citizens and other persons. The foreign citizens must observe the
Constitution of the Russian Federation and its laws.
The foreign citizens permanently residing (looking for the residence permit)
in the Russian Federation may work as workers and employees, or be engaged in
other labor activity in accordance with the general practice with citizens of the
Russian Federation. They have the right to rest, health protection, benefits,
pensions and other forms of social security, to use the living quarters on the
property of the residential house and other property, to education, enjoy cultural
benefits.
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The foreign citizens permanently residing in the Russian Federation may
join the trade union, cooperative, joint-stock, scientific, cultural, sporting, and
other public associations. They are guaranteed the freedom of conscience, the
inviolability of person and the home. They can enter into and dissolve marriages
with citizens of the Russian Federation and others.
3. BOUNDARY AND CUSTOMS CONTROL
The passage of Boundary Control
The boundary guards checked the documents confirming the right of the
foreign citizen to stay (reside) in the Russian Federation when passing the
boundary control.
Issues related to the boundary control are engaged in the Boundary
Department of the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation of Saratov
and Samara Regions located at: 1a, Molodezhny Avenue, Saratov, 410033. Phone:
(8452) 39-14-44.
Customs clearance procedures
No more than 3 liters of alcoholic drinks (except ethyl spirit) and beer
counting on one physical person who has reached 18 year are imported without
payment of the customs duties and taxes. In case of excess (from 3 to 5 liters
inclusive) the customs duties are raised under the uniform rate of 10 euro for 1 liter
regarding the quantitative norm excess of 3 liters (the real cost of the drink does
not matter).
Ethyl alcohol is allowed to be importing not more than 5 liters per person
over the age of 18. The rates of customs duty at the flat rate of 22 euro for 1 liter
are applied.
Tobacco and tobacco products: permitted the import up to 200 cigarettes or
50 cigars (cigarillos) or 250 grams of tobacco, or products specified in the range of
the total weight of not more than 250 grams per one person over the age of 18.
The goods for personal use do not include fish and seafood in quantities
greater than 5 kg, caviar sturgeon weighing over 250 grams when exporting.
Exported precious metals and precious stones with the customs value not
exceeding $ 25,000 shall be exempt from customs duties.
Certain difficulties may arise with the export of works of art, antiques and
other items that may relate to cultural values:
historical values including those related to historical events in the life of
nations, the development of society and state, the history of science and
technology, as well as the life and activities of outstanding individuals (public,
political and public figures, thinkers, scientists, literature, art) ;
objects and their fragments obtained in the archeological excavations;
art values, including:
pictures and drawings produced entirely by hand on any basis and from any
materials;
original sculptural products from any materials, including relieves;
original art compositions and installations from any materials;
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artistically designed subjects of cult appointment, in particular icons;
Engravings, prints, lithographs and their original printing forms;
works of applied art, including art glass, ceramics, wood, metal, bone, cloth
and other materials;
products of traditional folk arts and crafts;
components and fragments of architectural, historical and artistic
monuments and monumental art;
old books, publications of special interest (historical, artistic, scientific and
literary), singly or in collections;
rare manuscripts and documentary monuments;
archives, including photos, sound, film, video archives;
unique and rare musical instruments;
postage stamps, other philatelic materials, singly or in collections;
ancient coins, medals, medals, stamps and other collectibles;
rare collections and specimens of flora and fauna, and objects of interest to
those branches of science as mineralogy, anatomy and paleontology;
other movable objects, including copies of historical, artistic, scientific or
other cultural significance, as well as taken by the state under the protection of
both cultural and historical monuments.
More detailed list of the cultural values falling under action of the Law on
Import and Export of Cultural Property is confirmed by the order of the Federal
Service for Supervision in the Sphere of Mass Communications and Protection of
Cultural Heritage from March, 14th 2008 N 117.
The export of the subjects falling under action of the Law on Import and
Export of Cultural Property in the Russian Federation is carried out on the basis of
certificates on the right to export the cultural properties from the territory of the
Russian Federation. These certificates are issued by the Federal Agency for
Supervision of Legislation in the Field of Cultural Heritage on the basis of the
appropriate expert advice.
If you have any questions related to the movement across the border of the
Russian Federation of cultural valuables during your stay in the territory of Saratov
Region you can ask for explanations in the Office of the Federal Agency for
Supervision of Legislation in the Field of Cultural Heritage of the Volga Federal
District. It is located at the following address: 32, Varvarskaya Str., Nizhny
Novgorod, 603006, GSP-91, 603600. Reception: (831) 419-22-66, 419-23-34, fax:
(831) 428-94-81, phone of Preservation of Cultural Values Department: (831) 42803-74. E-mail of governance: luylina@kulturapfo.ru
It is recommended to contact the Legal Department of the Saratov Customs
for questions related to the customs procedures. It is located at: 7, Artilleriyskaya
Str., Saratov, 410010. Phones of the Legal Department: (8452) 30-84-40, 64-83-40
(fax).
4. RULES OF STATEMENT OF THE FOREIGN CITIZEN ON THE
MIGRATORY ACCOUNT
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Since January, 2007 the Federal Law On Migration Registration of Foreign
Citizens and Stateless Persons in the Russian Federation and the Government
Decree “On Approval of Rules of Migration Registration of Foreign Citizens and
Stateless Persons in the Russian Federation” de-registered foreign citizens and
persons without citizenship in a place of residence and entered the migration
registration of foreign citizens by place of residence in the Russian Federation.
The receiving party can declare the arrival of the foreign citizen on territory
of the Russian Federation in several ways:
- to come personally into a body of migration registration within 3 working
days from the date of arrival at the place of residence in the Russian Federation;
- to send a notice of registration by mail (you can take the form and mail in
the division of the Federal Migration Service);
The migration card is filled in Russian. If you do not speak Russian you are
allowed to fill your details in the Latin alphabet according to data specified in the
identity document.
The text form of the migration card is duplicated in English.
If you are in Saratov Region on a tourist visa:
If you stay within the tourist visit in the hotel the receiving party is the hotel
administration which notifies the territorial agency of the Federal Migration
Service of the foreign citizen's arrival within one day, and performs all necessary
actions relating to the registration of foreign citizens and bears responsibility for
compliance with established rules of stay. The mark on the registration at the place
of temporary residence is put down in your migration card.
If you are in Saratov Region under the private invitation:
In case of living with relatives or friends, or at the private address in the
rented apartment you will need to stand up for the migration registration at the
place of the temporary residence.
The owner of the apartment shall provide the Federal Migration Service of
Saratov Region within 3 days the original and the photocopy of your passport, the
migration card. With this form the owner of the apartment goes to the division of
the migration service, or in the communication post office. The notification form
has the detachable part. The postal worker or the employee of the migration service
having accepted the notice puts the stamp on the reverse side of the detachable
part. The detachable part is the document confirming your official stay in the area.
Having received the notice by registered mail or personally migration
officials will bring the information about the foreign citizen into the central
databank of the account of foreign citizens.
If you decide to visit another city of Russia (temporarily, with excursions up
to 3 days) during your stay in Saratov Region the re-migration registration at the
place of residence is not necessary.
The period for which you have the right to come to visit the Russian
Federation:
It depends on the country from which you have arrived. In the visa-free
access the period is three months.
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The period is usually up to three months with a visa. There are a few
exceptions. For example, the citizens of Lithuania can be in Russia under private
visas about one year.
The maximum term of stay in Russia for the foreigners who have arrived
under the visa is 90 days within six months. They must leave the country after that.
If the person has found a job and has concluded the labor contract during three
months he can already extend the term for an operating time.
The receiving party is obliged to hand over the detachable part in the
territorial division of the Federal Migration Service of Russia in Saratov Region
(personally or by mail) within 2 working days after the departure of the foreign
citizen from the place of stay.
The contact information:
Department of Federal Migratory Service of Russia across Saratov Region: 108,
Avenue of the 50 Anniversary of October, Saratov, 410040
Phone: (8452) 39-17-00.
Telephone hotline: (8452) 39-17-77.
Department of Registration of Visas, Permissions, Invitations and Registration of
Foreign Citizens: 108, Avenue of the 50 Anniversary of October, Saratov, 410040.
Phone: (8452) 39-17-23.
Department Concerning Labor Migration: 16, Leningradskaya Str., Saratov,
410039. Phone: (8452) 97-50-01, 97-50-02.
Territorial divisions of Department of Federal Migratory Service of Russia
across Saratov Region:
The name
The address
Phone
The Branch of Department of Federal
Migratory Service of Russia across
Saratov Region in Volzhsky District
of Saratov
The Branch of Department of Federal
Migratory Service of Russia across
Saratov Region in Zavodskoy District
of Saratov
The Branch of Department of Federal
Migratory Service of Russia across
Saratov Region in Kirovsky District of
Saratov
The Branch of Department of Federal
Migratory Service of Russia across
Saratov Region in Leninsky District of
Saratov
The Branch of Department of Federal
Migratory Service of Russia across
Saratov Region in Oktyabrsky District
of Saratov
The Branch of Department of Federal
Migratory Service of Russia across

46, Oktyabrskaya Str.,
Saratov, 410031

(8452) 23-79-88

58a, Entuziastov Avenue,
Saratov, 410039

(8452) 92-87-48

16, Radishcheva Str.,
Saratov, 410005

(8452) 26-58-09

1, Ippodromnaya Str.,
Saratov, 410069

(8452) 34-07-96

17/30, Chapaeva Str.,
Saratov, 410017

(8452) 20-15-15

11, Mirny Per., Saratov,
410600

(8452) 26-29-36
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Saratov Region in Frunzensky District
of Saratov
The Territorial Division of
Department of Federal Migratory
Service of Russia across Saratov
Region in Aleksandrovo-Gaisky
District
The Territorial Division of
Department of Federal Migratory
Service of Russia across Saratov
Region in Arkadaksky District
The Branch of Department of Federal
Migratory Service of Russia across
Saratov Region in Atkarsk
The Branch of Department of Federal
Migratory Service of Russia across
Saratov Region in BazarnoKarabulaksky District
The Branch of Department of Federal
Migratory Service of Russia across
Saratov Region in Balakovo
The Branch of Department of Federal
Migratory Service of Russia across
Saratov Region in Balashov
The Territorial Division of
Department of Federal Migratory
Service of Russia across Saratov
Region in Baltaisky District
The Branch of Department of Federal
Migratory Service of Russia across
Saratov Region in Volsk
The Territorial Division of
Department of Federal Migratory
Service of Russia across Saratov
Region in Volkresensky District
The Territorial Division of
Department of Federal Migratory
Service of Russia across Saratov
Region in Dergachevsky District
The Territorial Division of
Department of Federal Migratory
Service of Russia across Saratov
Region in Dukhovnisky District
The Territorial Division of
Department of Federal Migratory
Service of Russia across Saratov
Region in Ekaterinovsky District
The Branch of Department of Federal
Migratory Service of Russia across
Saratov Region in Ershov
The Territorial Division of
Department of Federal Migratory

11, Sovetskaya Str.,
Aleksandrov Gai Settlement,
Saratov Region, 413370

(84578) 2-22-48

57, Kaplunova Str., Arkadak, (84542) 4-11-62
Saratov Region , 412210
45, Gagarina Str., Atkarsk,
Saratov Region, 412400

(84552) 3-26-08

25, Pomyalovskogo Str.,
Bazarny-Karabulak District
Settlement, Saratov Region,
412600
50, Academika Zhuka Str.,
Balakovo, Saratov Region,
413800
44, Volodarskogo Str.,
Balashov, Saratov Region,
412340
55, Lenina Str., Baltai
Settlement, Saratov Region,
412630

(84591) 7-19-84

181, Komsomolskaya Str.,
Volsk, Saratov Region,
412900
41, 40 let Octyabrya,
Voskresenskoe Settlement,
Saratov Region, 413030

(84593) 5-05-53

153, Oktyabrskaya Str.,
Dergachi District Settlement,
Saratov Region, 413440

(84563) 2-19-59

(8453) 36-70-30
(84545) 4-81-01
(84592) 2-25-96

(84568) 2-24-02

6, Lenina Str., Dukhovniskoe (84573) 2-13-31
District Settlement, Saratov
Region, 413900
9, Kooperativnaya Str.,
Ekaterinovka District
Settlement, Saratov Region,
412120
28, Internacionalnaya Str.,
Ershov, Saratov Region,
413500
6, Kooperativnaya Str.,
Ivanteevka Settlement,

(84554) 2-26-52

(84564) 5-10-36
(84579) 5-25-02
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Service of Russia across Saratov
Region in Ivanteevsky District
The Territorial Division of
Department of Federal Migratory
Service of Russia across Saratov
Region in Kalininsk
The Territorial Division of
Department of Federal Migratory
Service of Russia across Saratov
Region in Krasnoarmeisk
The Branch of Department of Federal
Migratory Service of Russia across
Saratov Region in Krasny Kut
The Territorial Division of
Department of Federal Migratory
Service of Russia across Saratov
Region in Krasnopartizansky District
The Territorial Division of
Department of Federal Migratory
Service of Russia across Saratov
Region in Lysogorsky District
The Branch of Department of Federal
Migratory Service of Russia across
Saratov Region in Marks
The Territorial Division of
Department of Federal Migratory
Service of Russia across Saratov
Region in Novoburassky District
The Branch of Department of Federal
Migratory Service of Russia across
Saratov Region in Novouzensk
The Branch of Department of Federal
Migratory Service of Russia across
Saratov Region in Ozinsky District
The Branch of Department of Federal
Migratory Service of Russia across
Saratov Region in Perelubsky District
The Branch of Department of Federal
Migratory Service of Russia across
Saratov Region in Petrovsk
The Territorial Division of
Department of Federal Migratory
Service of Russia across Saratov
Region in Pitersky District
The Branch of Department of Federal
Migratory Service of Russia across
Saratov Region in Pugachev
The Branch of Department of Federal
Migratory Service of Russia across
Saratov Region in Rovensky District
The Territorial Division of

Saratov Region, 413950
22, Sovetskaya Str.,
Kalininsk, Saratov Region,
412480

(84549) 2-14-11

5, Telefonnaya Str.,
Krasnoarmeisk, Saratov
Region, 412800

(84550) 2-30-68

61, Mayakovskogo Str.,
Krasny Kut Urban
Settlement, Saratov Region,
413240
16, Gornaya Str., Gorny
Settlement, Saratov Region,
413540

(84560) 5-43-78

10, Sovetskaya Str., Lysye
Gory District Settlement,
Saratov Region, 412860

(84551) 2-11-36

5, 6th Liniya Str, Marks,
Saratov Region, 413090

(84567) 5-15-44

61, Baumana Str., Novie
Burasy District Settlement,
Saratov Region, 412580

(84557) 2-18-63

37, Moskovskaya Str.,
Novouzensk, Saratov
Region, 413360
38, Pushkinskaya Str.,
Ozinki District Settlement,
Saratov Region, 413620
102, Lenina Str., Perelub
Settlement, Saratov Region,
413750
66, Moskovskaya str.,
Petrovsk, Saratov Region,
412520
69, Sovetskaya Str., Piterka
District Settlement, Saratov
Region, 413320

(84562) 2-18-73

227, Karla Marksa Str.,
Pugachev, Saratov Region,
413700
12, Stroiteley Str., Rovnoe
Urban Settlement, Saratov
Region, 413270
3, Narodnaya Str.,

(84574) 2-26-64

(84577) 2-14-84

(84576) 4-14-78
(84575) 2-12-58
(84555) 2-71-28
(845-61) 2-16-64

(84596) 2-19-67
(84544) 4-06-80
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Department of Federal Migratory
Service of Russia across Saratov
Region in Romanovsky District
The Branch of Department of Federal
Migratory Service of Russia across
Saratov Region in Rtischevo
The Territorial Division of
Department of Federal Migratory
Service of Russia across Saratov
Region in Samoilovsky District
The Territorial Division of
Department of Federal Migratory
Service of Russia across Saratov
Region in Saratovsky District
The Territorial Division of
Department of Federal Migratory
Service of Russia across Saratov
Region in closed city “Svetliy”
The Branch of Department of Federal
Migratory Service of Russia across
Saratov Region in Tatischevsky
District
The Territorial Division of
Department of Federal Migratory
Service of Russia across Saratov
Region in Turkovsky District
The Territorial Division of
Department of Federal Migratory
Service of Russia across Saratov
Region in Fedorovsky District
The Territorial Division of
Department of Federal Migratory
Service of Russia across Saratov
Region in closed city “Shikhany”
The Branch of Department of Federal
Migratory Service of Russia across
Saratov Region in Engels

Romanovka District
Settlement, Saratov Region,
412270
10, Sovetskaya Str.,
Rtischevo, Saratov Region,
412030
1, Shkolny Per., Samoilovka
District Settlement, Saratov
Region, 412370

(84540) 4-55-83
(84548) 2-18-99

239a, Bolshaya Sadovaya
Str., Saratov, 410009

(8452) 67-74-30

28, Kovalenko Str., Svetloe
Settlement, Saratov Region,
412163

(84558) 3-30-23

30, Chapaeva Str.,
Tatischevo District
Settlement, Saratov Region,
412170
2a, Lenina Str., Turki
District Settlement, Saratov
Region, 412070

(84558) 4-13-43

56, Centralnaya Str.,
Mokrous District Settlement,
Saratov Region, 413410

(84565) 5-01-54

2, Molodezhnaya Str.,
Shikhany, Saratov Region,
412950

(84595) 4-03-56

17, Pushkina Str., Engels,
Saratov Region, 413100

(8453) 56-94-45

(84543) 2-10-12

5. ENTRANCE ORDER ON THE TERRITORY OF THE RUSSIAN
FEDERATION OF MINOR CITIZENS
The entrance of the child together with parents
The minor citizen following in common at least with one of the parents
drives to the Russian Federation under the international passport. It is also
necessary for the minor to rise on the migratory account on arrival to the Russian
Federation.
If the minor child and the parent driving together have different surnames or
if the child crosses the border with trustees it is recommended to take with itself
the apostilled birth certificate of the child (assured by the special sign which is put
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down on official documents of noncommercial character verifying the signatures,
quality in which the person who has signed the document, a and, in some cases, the
authenticity of the stamp or the seal fastening the document), and also the
document confirming relationship (with the name of the mother and father issued
by the prefecture of the city/municipality of the place of residence).
Entrance of the child without parents
The minor citizen driving to the Russian Federation without parents should
have except the international passport the issued consent of parents to his entrance
into the Russian Federation indicating the duration of entry and other state (states)
which he intends to visit. Thus it is enough to have the apostilled consent of one of
the parents if the second parent didn't have statements for its disagreement to the
departure of their children abroad.
Additional councils
To avoid unpleasant surprises on the border in case of departure the minor
child to the Russian Federation parents should remember that boundary rules of the
Russian Federation can have differences. It is better to perform the following
recommendations:
- to issue the written consent from both parents (if the child goes without
them) or from the second parent (if the child leaves only with one parent); to
prepare certified translation of these documents into Russian;
- to translate into Russian the document confirming degree of relationship
with the child (usually issued in prefecture/city administration);
- to translate into Russian the death certificate of the parent (if the second
parent has died).
6. EXCHANGE RULES
Sale or purchase of cash foreign currency for cash currency of the Russian
Federation is carried out by corresponding internal structural divisions of banks or
their branches located on the territory of Saratov Region.
Attention: it is necessary to buy or sell cash foreign currency exclusively in
banks; it is not recommended to rely on private foreign exchanges, even if they
offer an exchange at a favorable rate.
Terms of foreign currency transactions are placed in an accessible place for
viewing (typically at the information stand). The Central Bank of Russia requires
posting the following information for general acquaintance:
- courses of the foreign currencies to the currency of the Russian Federation;
- the list of operations with cash foreign currency;
- the information about the amount of commission levied by the designated
bank (branch) for operations with cash foreign currency;
- other information that contributes to a fuller awareness of individuals about
the conditions of operations with cash foreign currency.
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In implementing the purchase or sale of foreign currency for cash currency
of the Russian Federation it is necessary to show the identification document to the
cash employee.
Besides it is possible to receive cash Russian currency by means of the ATM.
Most ATMs of Saratov Region support the work with the major international
payment systems, such as Master Card, Visa, AmericanExpress, Diner's Club,
China UnionPay and GSB International.
It is recommended to consult with experts issuing the bank card about the size
of fees charged by other banks for using their ATMs before entering in Russia with
the intention to use cards for non-cash payment or cash payment. No commission
is charged at realization of non-cash payments by means of the payment card on
the territory of the Russian Federation.
The information on exchange rates of currencies in the banks of Saratov is
located in the information system “Banks of Saratov” and is accessible under the
reference http://banki.saratova.ru/currency/.
Contact details of the major banks in Saratov and Saratov Region and
information about the conditions of their services can be found on the website of
the same information system on the link http://banki.saratova.ru/.
Phones of the largest banks:
Sberbank of Russia
VTB
Gazprombank
VTB 24
Otkritie FC Bank
Russian Agricultural Bank/ Rosselkhozbank
Express-Volga Bank
Econombank

(8452) 73-49-00
(8452) 48-98-28
(8452) 39-06-06
(8452) 26-42-24
(8452) 51-78-32
(8452) 27-59-59
(8452) 30-40-40
(8452) 44-45-45

7. MOTOR TRANSPORT RENT
There are some organizations on the territory of Saratov Region that provide
cars for rent. It is necessary to have an identity document of a foreign citizen and a
driver's license. Rules of the organization which provides vehicle in rent may
require bringing to conclusion of the lease contract the citizen of the Russian
Federation as a guarantor.
The following organizations are engaged in the rent of the car without the
driver in Saratov:
- the company "AVK AvtoProkat" located at: 205 office, 88,
Astrakhanskaya Str., Saratov, phone: (8452) 53-67-07;
- the company "Avtoprokat "Forsazh" located at: 24, Ordzhonikidze Square,
Saratov, phone: (8452)93-96-03 (for the conclusion of the lease of a vehicle
without a driver the guarantee of the Russian citizen having permission to drive a
motor vehicle is necessary).
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- the company "Alphard", located at: 76, Pugachev Str., Saratov; phone
(8452) 21-29-02;
- the company "Saratov AUTO SKY Car Rental Center" located at: office
224, 28, Tankistov Str., Saratov; phone (8452) 53-19-49.
In addition a number of companies provide rental vehicle with a driver or
taxi services.
“ALLO-TAXI”, phone: (8452) 44-00-00, 77-77-77, 99-99-99.
Details of the schedule and route of their movement, as well as the costs of
transportations are provided by the information service of the Saratov Bus Station.
The phone number of it is specified in the accompanying book.
8. HABITATION RENT
Be careful when choosing an apartment for temporary or long-stay. It is
necessary to apply to well-established real estate agencies which have constantly
updated databases in the arrangement. They contact owners of apartments when
you address to them. They find out which apartments are free at the moment. The
agent visits the apartment together with you after that. And only if the apartment is
suitable for you and the owner of the apartment is ready to give in the Department
of the Federal Migration Service of Russia in Saratov Region the package of the
documents required for setting you on the migration registration you pay the
money.
Necessarily conclude the lease contract where you can fix the requirements
and the rights in writing. The lease contract is the document which will serve as
your defender in disputable situations with the lessor. It is mandatory to read the
documents that indicate that you are dealing with the owner of this home before
signing the lease contract. These include legal documents or notarized power of
attorney if you agree not with the owner, but with his representative.
The contract should contain:
- the amount and terms of lease;
- the sum of utilities;
- passport details of the owner and the tenant;
- the date of making payment;
- address of the apartment;
- the date of entry and exit from the apartment;
- over what period the owner must notify the tenant to leave the apartment.
9. HEALTH SERVICES
The right to health protection is guaranteed to foreign citizens on the
territory of Saratov Region of Russia. Emergency medical care is provided to
foreign citizens free of charge and without delay. Emergency medical care is
provided in the case of states that represent an immediate threat to life or requiring
urgent medical intervention in case of accidents, injuries, poisonings, and
childbirth.
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Planned medical care is provided to foreign citizens on a paid basis. Foreign
citizens temporarily residing in Russia should have insurance policy in case of free
medical care. It is possible to issue such policy in any insurance organization that
has the license. If you do not have insurance policy the risk of expenses on
payment of medical services rests with the foreign citizen.
Medical insurance of the foreign citizens working on the territory of the
Russian Federation under labor contracts is carried out on a level with the Russian
workers of the organizations. It is carried out in a place of work by the employer.
The foreign citizens have the right to free medical care listed above. Period of
validity of the medical policy of compulsory insurance is equal to period of
validity of the labor contract.
Medical insurance of foreign citizens is carried out by the insurance
company "Progress-Garant". The address: 66, Pervomaiskaya Str., Saratov,
410031. Phone: (8452) 26-67-11, 26-69-36.
10. BEHAVIOUR RULES AT EMERGENCY SITUATIONS
Fire in the room (apartment)
If you had a fire you must immediately call the fire service by phones 01,
010, 112. If the electrical household appliance has lit up, try to disconnect it, if the
TV is - first of all, pull out a plug from the socket or de-energize the apartment
(room) through the electrical panel. If other electrical appliances or wiring are
burning you have to turn off the knife switch, the switch or electrical plugs, and
then call the fire department.
If you see that it is not possible to liquidate ignition by own strength you
should leave immediately. Take the documents, money, and leave the room
(apartment) through the front door. If the path to the front door was cut off by fire
and a smoke you should escape through a balcony or through a window.
Fire in the lift
Inform the dispatcher immediately, having pressed the button "call" at the
first signs of ignition or at occurrence of an easy smoke in a cabin or lift mine.
Fire in a court yard
Call in the fire service immediately in case of ignition. Try to localize the
fire, and prevent the fire spread to the wooden houses and cars together with
neighbors. If it is possible move cars on the safe distance and water them for
cooling to avoid explosion of fuel tanks in the absence of owners of cars.
Use the garden hoses, buckets with water, sand and fire extinguishers for
suppression. Take children away from the fire; do not forget about your safety.
Free up the roads inside the yard for the passage of fire engines.
If the car is burning
The fire in the car can be recognized practically at once. The smells of
gasoline or burned rubber in a cabin, occurrence of a smoke from under a cowl are
the factors prior to ignition and fire.
Use the fire extinguisher submitting foam or a powder in the direction from
the edge to the center of the hearth at suppression of the fuel spilled under the car.
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If it is impossible to eliminate the fire quickly get away from the car on a safe
distance as the fuel tank can blow up. Do not sit down in the burning car at all, and
do not try to start it. There should not be people in the area within the danger zone
(not less than 10 meters).
Water standing nearby cars or roll them away aside to avoid the spread of
the fire by means of passers-by and drivers when expecting the firemen. If there is
a person in the cabin of the burning car, and the doors were jammed you should
break the doors or beat out the glass (use a mount, a stone or legs).
Remove the victim from the car, call the ambulance and provide the victim
with the first medical aid, or send him to the nearest clinic by the first car stopped
by you, having remembered or having written down its number.
After the elimination of the fire tell about the incident by phone 01, 010, and
112.
Gas leak
Having felt a gas smell indoors shut off its supply to the stove immediately
and urgently call the emergency gas service by phone 04, 040, working round the
clock. Thus do not smoke, do not light matches, do not turn the lights and electrical
appliances (preferably de-energize the entire apartment, turning off the power to
the distribution board). So the spark could not ignite the gas which has collected in
the apartment and cause an explosion.
Air the whole apartment thoroughly and not only the gas-polluted room by
opening all doors and windows. Leave the room and do not come into it before the
disappearance of the gas smell.
The accident at the communal life-support systems
It is necessary to inform about the accident by phone 05.
Disconnect immediately all electrical appliances, pull out the plugs from the
sockets when racing or off-voltage in the electrical network. So there will be no
fire at the sudden inclusion of electricity during your absence.
Do not approach closer than 5-8 meters to ragged or sagging wires, and do
not touch them when you are outside. Arrange protection of the place of damage,
warn others of the danger and notify immediately by phone at 068. If the broken
wire has fallen close to you move out of range of electric shock in small steps or
leaps (keeping your feet together) to avoid hitting the step voltage.
Close all cranes opened before when fading in tap water system. Use potable
water available on sale for cooking. Refrain from the use of water from springs and
other open reservoirs.
Use electric heaters for premise heating in case of disconnection of the
central steam. Otherwise the probability of the fire or failure of system of the
electrical supply is high. Remember that premise heating with gas or electric oven
can lead to tragedy.
What to do when receiving trauma
Refer to the trauma center or point of urgent medical aid.
Trauma Centers of Saratov:
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Volzhsky District
Zavodskoy District
Oktyabrsky District, Frunzensky District
Leninsky District
Kirovsky District

(8452) 49-48-74
(8452) 94 42 51
(8452) 39 28 53
(8452) 39 04 88, (8452)
39 04 90
(8452) 51 05 09

Useful phones:
Fire Service
01, 010
First Help
03, 030
Police
02, 020
Emergency Gas Service
04, 040
General Department of Ministry for Emergency Situations of
(8452) 43-75-21
Russia in Saratov Region
Regional Rescue Service of Saratov Region
(8452) 72 08 64
Rescue Service of Saratov
068, (8452) 56-26-33,
72-08-64
Center for Emergency Medicine of Saratov Region
(8452) 52-41-44
(8452) 51-85-62
"Call Center" of the police on transport (1 B, Astrachanskaya (8452) 41-74-04
Str.)
"Telephone hotline" of accidents in the air, water and rail
(8452) 41-43-30
transport of Saratov Region
River station of Saratov "Call center"
(8452) 23-32-35,
23-36-10
State Inspection of Road Traffic Safety of Saratov region
(8452) 75-22-43
(reception)
75-22-43 (person on
duty)
Emergency service of Saratov: repairing plumbing, heating, 05
sewerage, electricity
Emergency-dispatching service of electrical networks of Saratov (8452) 26-01-40
(8452) 26-32-40

11. VETERINARY AND QUARANTINE RULES
All goods of animal origin imported into the territory of the Russian
Federation pass the quarantine supervision. It is a complex of sanitary-protection
measures for the prevention and avoidance of entering of infectious diseases,
illnesses and wreckers from abroad.
You present your passport along with the international passport of the pet
issued by the state veterinary bodies of the country of export the animal or its
international veterinary certificates at the entrance to the Russian Federation during
the border crossing on the passport control. These documents must bear marks that
the animal is clinically healthy and vaccinated against rabies. The vaccination
should be held not earlier than 30 days and not later than 12 months prior to
departure. The international documents are exchanged for a veterinary certificate
of the Russian Federation.
It is authorized to import tropical fruit but not more than 5 kg into Russia. It
is strictly forbidden to import seeds and soil. It is required to obtain a phytosanitary
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certificate when buying potted plants (cacti, dwarf trees - Bonsai) guaranteeing that
the plant is healthy. In addition, in the retail stores such plants are not sold in the
soil but in a special substrate which is the processed peat with the appropriate
additives.
12. TRADE RULES
The consumer’s rights when detecting defects in the product (Article 18
of the Law of the Russian Federation "On Protection of Consumers’ Rights" from
February 7, 1992 № 2300-1).
The consumer in case of detection defects in the product has the right:
to require the replacement of the goods of the same brand (the same model,
and (or) type);
to require the replacement for the same product of the other brand (model)
with the appropriate recalculation of purchase price;
to require the proportionate reduction of the purchase price;
to demand the immediate gratuitous elimination of defects of the goods or
reimbursement for their correction by the consumer or a third party;
to refuse to execute the sales contract and to demand the return of the
amount paid for the goods. The consumer should return the defective product on
request of the seller and at his expense.
The consumer may also require full compensation of damages caused by the
sale of goods of improper quality.
If you have any questions relating to the protection of the rights of
consumers (buyers) it is necessary to address to Department of Federal Agency of
Supervision in Sphere of Consumer’s Rights Protection and Human Welfare in
Saratov Region: 7, Volskaya Str., Saratov, phone: (8452) 22-89-71, 22-84-72, fax:
20-18-58.
13.
PHONES
ESTABLISHMENTS

OF

SERVICES,

ORGANIZATIONS,

I. Emergency services
Fire Service
Police
First Help
Emergency Gas Service
Municipal Emergency Repair Service
Rescue Service of Saratov
Paid First Medicine Help

01
02
03
04
05
068
(8452) 51-51-51

II. Help services
Municipal Telephone Exchange
Airport
Railway Station
Bus Station

09
006
005
004, (8452) 24-62-22
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Supplemental Pharmacies
Taxi Service

(8452) 79-80-03
(8452) 44-44-44, 77-77-77

Telecommunications, communication equipment
Main Post Office
Mail DHL
Long-Distance Telephone Exchange
The Operator of Internet Communication –
Rostelecom (277/279, Bolshaya Gornaya Str.)
The Operator of Internet Communication Beeline (148, Astrachanskaya Str.)
The Operator of Internet Communication – MTS
(135/144, Moskovskaya Str.)
The Operator of Internet Communication –
Megafone (19a, 50 years of October Str.)

(8452) 26-38-75.
(8452) 72-48-54, (8452) 44-97-78,
(8452) 44-97-79
007
8-800-100-08-00
8-800-700-06-11
8-800-250-08-90
8-800-550-05-00

Medical institutions
Emergency Room of the Volzhsky District
Emergency Room of the Zovodskoy District
Emergency Room of the Kirovsky District
Emergency Room of the Leninsky District
Emergency Room of the Oktyabrsky District
Emergency Room of the Frunzensky District
Maternity Hospital № 1
Maternity Hospital № 2
Maternity Hospital № 3
Maternity Hospital № 4
1st Municipal Hospital
2nd Municipal Hospital Named After Razumovsky
3rd Municipal Hospital of the Saratov State
Medical University
5th Municipal Hospital
6th Municipal Hospital Named After Koshelev
7th Municipal Hospital
8th Municipal Clinical Hospital
9th Municipal Clinical Hospital
10th Municipal Hospital (Zarechnaya Str.)
1st Pediatric Infectious Clinical Hospital
2nd Municipal Children Hospital
4th Municipal Children Hospital
5th Pediatric Infectious Clinical Hospital
6th Pediatric Infectious Hospital
7th Municipal Children Hospital
Hospital - 7, Tarkhova Str., Saratov
Children's Clinic №5 - 4, Lampovaya Str., Saratov
Children's Clinic №15 - 28/1, Stroiteley avenue,
Saratov

(8452) 49-48-74
(8452) 94-42-51
(8452) 51-05-09
(8452) 39-04-88, (8452) 39-04-90
(8452) 38-28-53
(8452) 38-28-53
(8452) 20-12-47, (8452) 515-15
(8452) 92-05-02, 92-05-08
(8452) 39-36-63
(8452) 39-31-10, 39-30-79
(8452) 20-16-80, 51-51-27, 20-02-63
(8452) 20-24-35, 20-15-75
(8452) 52-52-54
(8452) 49-37-63, 49-37-64
(8452) 63-33-68
(8452) 64-68-65
(8452) 39-31-10
(8452) 28-88-06, 28-88-07
(8452) 92-04-31
(8452) 95-23-69
(8452) 39-24-35, 39-24-36
(8452) 52-48-79
(8452) 39-30-41
(8452) 23-19-70
Hospital: (8452) 62-67-18, 62-44-25
Children's Clinic №5: 63-49-00
Children's Clinic №15: 62-03-23

Banks
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The Savings Bank of Russia (Sberbank)
Express-Volga
VTB 24
Econombank
International System of Remittances Western
Union

(8452)73-90-07, 73-90-90, 73-49-10,
73-45-24
(8452) 30-40-40
(8452) 28-24-24, 28-99-77
(8452) 44-45-45
8-800-200-22-32

Hotels
Hotel "Slovakiya"

(8452) 28-95-01, 28-95-16
Сайт: www.hotelslovakia.ru
(8452) 33-97-77
(8452) 26-36-45

Hotel "Zhemchuzhina"
Hotel "Volga", Hotel complex "Astoriya"
Business Hotel "Bohemiya", network of hotels
"Bohemiya"
Hotel "Olympiya"
Hotel complex "Zvezdny"
Hotel "X&O" (85/144, Astrachanskaya Str.)

(8452) 517-100
(8452) 29-51-26, 8–800–700–49–04
(8452) 32-25-80, 24-80-57
(8452) 72 45-46, 72-41-62, 72-48-38
Сайт: hotel-xo.info

III. Federal, regional, municipal authorities
Department of Federal Migratory Service in
Saratov Region
Main Department of Internal Affairs in Saratov
Region
State Inspection of Road Safety of Saratov
State Inspection of Road Safety of Saratov Region
Saratov Customs
Border Department of Federal Security Service of
the Russian Federation of Saratov and Samara
Regions
Saratov Branch Office of Ministry for Foreign
Affairs of Russia in Samara
Ministry for Investment Policy of Saratov Region
External Economic Activities Department of
Ministry for Investment Policy of Saratov Region
Ministry for Territorial Units of Saratov Region
Ministry for Culture of Saratov Region
Ministry for Industry and Energy of Saratov
Region
Ministry for Agriculture of Saratov Region
Ministry for Employment, Labor and Migration of
Saratov Region
Ministry for Education of Saratov Region
Ministry for Health of Saratov Region
Ministry for Transport and Roads of Saratov
Region
Ministry for Construction and Housing of Saratov
Region

(8452) 39-17-00
(8452) 74-13-33
(8452) 74-16-05, 75-21-89, 75-22-43
(8452) 24-28-11
(8452) 64-83-40, 30-85-35
(8452)39-14-02
(846) 270-40-93, 270-45-21, 270-4522
(8452) 21-02-10
(8452) 26-04-22
(8452) 21-00-45
(8452) 26-40-13
(8452) 210-190
(8452) 51-76-82, 50-70-17
(8452) 25-98-30, 52-29-89
(8452) 23-06-10, 23-38-31;
49-21-12 (13)
(8452) 51-55-52
(8452) 24-60-00
(8452) 26-30-61
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Administrations of municipal districts of Saratov Region
Aleksandrovo-Gaisky District
Arkadaksky District
Atkarsky District
Bazarno-Karabulaksky District
Balakovsky District
Balashovsky District
Baltaisky District
Volsky District
Voskresensky District
Dergachevsky District
Dukhovnitsky District
Ekaterinovsky District
Ershovsky District
Ivanteevsky District
Kalininsky District
Krasnoarmeisky District
Krasnokutsky District
Krasnopartizansky District
Lysogorsky District
Marksovsky District
Novoburassky District
Novouzensky District
Ozinsky District
Perelyubsky District
Petrovsky District
Pitersky District
Pugachevsky District
Rovensky District
Romanovsky District
Rtischevsky District
Samoilovsky District
Saratovsky District
Sovetsky District
Tatischevsky District
Turkovsky District
Fedorovsky District
Khvalynsky District
Engelssky District
Municipal Unit "City of Saratov"

(84578) 2-27-35
8(84542) 4-19-84
8(84552) 3-32-22
(84591) 2-15-81
+7 (8453) 62-49-49
8 (84545) 4-64-94
8 (845) 922-22-58
(84593) 7-20-17, 7-14-68
8 (845) 682-24-64
(84563) 2-91-30
8(84573) 2-24-85, 2-11-15
8(84554) 2-13-90
(84564) 5-12-10, 5-14-14
(84579) 5-16-33
(84549) 2-15-00
(84550) 2-21-25, 2-13-09
8 (845) 605-52-52
(84577) 2-14-32
(84551) 2-16-00
(84567) 5-10-67
(84557) 2-16-70
(84562) 2-15-82, 2-23-43
(84576) 4-10-89, 4-10-64
(84575) 2-13-84
(84555) 2-75-07
(84561) 2-14-44, 2-13-69
(84574) 2-28-01
(84596) 2-11-43
(84544) 4-01-54
(84540) 4-22-22
(84548) 2-13-48
(8452) 55-03-99, 55-06-16
(84566) 5-00-50, 5-00-71
(84558) 4-22-36
(84543) 2-11-00, 2-18-83
(84565) 5-00-76
(84595) 2-10-30, 2-19-34
(8453) 55-76-39, 55-76-12
(8452) 74-86-11

IV. Commercial and Industrial Chamber of Saratov Region
Commercial and Industrial Chamber of Saratov (8452) 39-03-50, 39-04-23
Region
International Cooperation Department

V. Saratov Regional Chamber of Notaries
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Saratov Regional Chamber of Notaries

(8452) 21-44-04, 21-44-64

Union of Commodity Producers and Employers of Saratov Region
Regional Association of Employers “Union of (8452) 51-40-71, 51-72-47
Commodity Producers and Employers of Saratov
Region”

VI. Center of Language and Culture "Slovo"
Center of Language and Culture "Slovo"

(8452) 51-14-37, 50-92-59

VII. Diplomatic representatives of foreign states in the Russian Federation
Afghanistan
Albania
Angola
Argentina
Australia
Brasilia
Canada
Egypt
Iran
Iraq
Israel
Japan
Embassy office
Consular Department
Kyrgyz Republic
Malta
Embassy office
Consular Department
People's Democratic Republic of Algeria
The Austrian Republic
Consular Department of Embassy
The Chinese National Republic
Embassy office
The Czech Republic
Consular Department of Embassy
The Estonian Republic
Consular Department of Embassy
The Federal Republic of Germany
Consular and Legal Department of the Embassy
The Finnish Republic
Embassy office
Consular Department
The French Republic
Consular Department of Embassy
The Grand Duchy of Luxembourg

(495) 690-67-17
(495) 982-38-52
143-63-24
(495) 502-10-20
495) 956-60-70
(495) 363-03-66
(495) 925-60-00
(499) 246-30-96
(495) 917-00-39
(499) 246-55-06/07/08
(495) 660-27-00
(495) 291-85-00, 291-85-01, 202-32-48,
202-83-03
(499) 237-48-82
(495) 237-19-39, 230-25-24, 785-99-20
937-46-00
(495) 956 16 60
(499) 783-08-67
(499) 276-07-15
(495) 737-36-48
(495) 933-43-11
(495) 787-41-74
(495) 937-15-00, 937-15-98
(495) 786-66-63
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Embassy office
The Greek Republic
Embassy office
The Hungarian Republic
Consular Department of Embassy
The Italian Republic
Consular Department of Embassy
The Kingdom of Belgium
Embassy office
The Kingdom of Denmark
Embassy office
The Kingdom of Norway
Office
The Kingdom of Spain
Embassy office
Consulate General
The Kingdom of Sweden
Office
The Kingdom of the Netherlands
Embassy office
Consular Department
The Latvian Republic
Consular Department of Embassy
The Lithuanian Republic
Consular Department of Embassy
The Portuguese Republic
Embassy office
Consular Department
The Republic of Poland
Embassy office
The Republic of Iceland
Embassy office
The Republic of India
Embassy office
Consular Department
The Republic of Korea
Embassy office
The Republic of Slovenia
Embassy office
The Slovak Republic
Consular Department
The Swiss Confederation
Embassy office
The United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
Embassy office
Consular Department
United States of America
Embassy office

(495) 539-29-40, 539-29-41
(495) 641-75-11
(495) 796-96-91, 916-54-51
(495) 780-03-31, (495) 780-03-31
(495) 642-68-00
(495) 933-14-10
(495) 916-54-00, 690-29-93,690-30-54
(495) 937-92-00
(495) 797-29-00, 797-29-79
(495) 232-97-60, 232-97-43
(495) 785-86-05
(495) 981-34-10, 981-34-14
(495) 231-15-00
(495) 956-76-04
(495) 783-75-35, 917-22-85,916-36-32
(495) 783-27-27
(495) 730-95-04/95-06/737-33-98
(495) 250-49-17
(495) 258-38-30
(495) 956-72-00, 956-73-01/02

(495) 728-50-00

CIS countries
The Azerbaijan Republic

(495) 629-16-49, 629-55-46
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Embassy office
Consular Department
The Republic of Armenia
Embassy office
Consular Department
The Republic of Byelorussia
Embassy office
The Republic of Kazakhstan
Embassy office
Consular Department
The Kirghiz Republic
Embassy office
Consular Department
The Republic of Moldova
Embassy office
Consular Department
The Republic of Tajikistan
Embassy office
Consular Department
Turkmenistan
Embassy office
The Republic of Uzbekistan
Embassy office
Ukraine
Embassy office:
Consular Department

(495) 624-12-69, 624-32-43
(495) 777-66-44, 924-70-31
(495) 627-18-09, 627-18-12, 927-17-54,
627-18-16
(495) 237-48-82, 237-46-01, 237-43-91
(495) 624-53-53, 624-96-78
(495) 290-38-46, 290-41-86, 290-46-57,
690-57-36, 690-02-70
(495) 691-65-93, 691-13-56
(495) 230-00-76, 230-00-78
(495) 629-35-42, 629-19-88

VIII. Newspaper offices of Saratov Region
The name
“AIF-Saratov”
“Delovaya Gazeta”
“Izvestiya-Saratov”
“KP-Saratov”
“MK-Saratov”
“Nedelya Oblasti”
«Novie Vremena
Saratove»
“Rossiyskaya Gazeta”
(Saratov
representation)
“Saratovskaya
Oblastnaya Gazeta”
“Saratovskaya
Panorama”

The Address
44, Oktyabrskaya Str., Saratov,
410031
177/181, Chernyshevskogo Str.,
Saratov, 410002
Office 8a, 41, Oktyabrskaya Str.,
Saratov, 410031
4, Trudovaya Str., Engels

Phone
(8452) 28-51-30

Room 311, 203, Chernyshevskogo
Str., Saratov, 410002
Office 301, 147/151,
Pugachevskaya Str., Saratov,
410005
Office 203, 37, Moskovskaya Str.,
Saratov, 410031
Office 20, 81, Volskaya Str.,
Saratov, 410012

(8452) 23-44-66

Room 602, 28, Volzhskaya Str.,
Saratov, 410031
Room 302, 44/62, Sokolovaya
Str., Saratov, 410031

(8452) 23-05-91

(8452) 23-19-15
(8452) 23-70-00
8 (845) 2 73-45-01

(8452) 48-62-26
(8452) 23-94-02, 23-84-94
(8452) 27-15-37, 23-47-27

(8452) 26-37-78
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“Saratovskie Vesti”

3, 1st Televizionny Passage,
Saratov, 410017

(8452) 20-76-98, 20-39-31

IX. Regional electronic mass media
The name
State Broadcasting Company
"Saratov"
Broadcasting Company "NST"
Broadcasting Company "NCN"
(TVC)
Broadcasting Company "TNT"
Radio Station "Ekho Moskvy v
Saratove"
Radio Station "Serebryany
Dozhd"
Radio Station "Europa PlusSaratov" “Navigator –
Dorozhnoe Radio Saratov”
Radio Station "Retro FM"
Radio Station "Shanson" Radio
"Na Semi Kholmah"

The Address
7, 2nd Sadovaya, Saratov,
410004
13a, 1st Sokolovogorsky
Passage, Saratov, 410038
13a, 1st Sokolovogorsky
Passage, Saratov, 410038
35/45, Tekhnicheskaya Str.,
Saratov, 410009
28, Volzhskaya Str., Saratov,
410031
2a, Gvardeiskaya Str, Saratov,
410019
Office 424, 35, Moskovskaya
Str., Saratov, 410031

Phone
(8452) 27-96-65

13a, 1st Sokolovogorsky
Passage, Saratov, 410038
2nd floor, 9, 2nd Sadovaya,
Saratov, 410004

(8452) 54-30-20

(8452) 75-22-33
(8452) 75-22-47
(8452) 55-37-37
(8452) 57-27-74
(8452) 90-07-12
(8452) 28-68-68, 2785-02

(8452) 20-88-99

X. Medical-improving complexes, places of family rest, parks
Medical-improving complexes
The name
Sanatorium “Oktyabrskoe
Uschelye "
Sanatorium “Svetlana”

The Address
Oktyabrskoe Canyon, Saratov,
410071
Topolevy Settlement, Volsky
District, Saratov Region, 412958

Phone
(8452) 52-97-81,
56-39-06

Sanatorium “The monk's cave”

CJSC “Sanatorium Cheremshany1”, Khvalynsk-4, Saratov Region,
412784
Sanatorium “Rodnik”, Khvalynsk,
Saratov Region, 412780
Zarechny Settlement, Pugachevsky
District, Saratov Region, 413709

8(927) 141-91-44,
8(927) 157-75-54

Sanatorium “Rodnik”
Sanatorium “Pugachevsky”

Medical and Health Center
"Volzhskie Dali"

Medical and Health Center
"Volzhskie Dali", Pristannoe
Settlement, Saratov, 410505

(84593) 5-32-55,
6-24-25, (8452)
98-75-82

(84595) 2-41-25,
2-41-47
(84574) 3-1726, 3-17-28, 3-1732
(8452) 411-980,
411-864, 411-711

Places for family rest
The State National Natural Park 2b, Oktyabrskaya Str., Khvalynsk,
"Khvalynsky"
Saratov Region, 412780

(84595) 2-17-98,
2-16-70, 2-16-42
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Ski Resort "Khvalynsky"

Khvalynsk, Saratov Region,
412780
1st Dachnaya, Saratov, 410009
12a, Ippodromnaya, Saratov,
410069

(927) 124–18–77;
(84595) 2–26–67
(8452) 60-45-50
(8452) 38-02-43,
38-02-41

City Park “Lipki”
City Park “Lukomorye, gorodok
attrakcionov”
"Victory Park"

Radischeva Str., Saratov
83/89, Chernishevskogo Str.,
Saratov
Sokolovaya Str.

(8452) 23-23-10
(8452) 41-75-41,
41-75-40

"Children's Park"
Safari Park

98, Pugachev Str., Saratov region.
80, Novoastrakhanskoe Shosse,
Saratov, 410039

Central Park of Culture and Rest
named after Maxim Gorky

81, Chernyshevskogo Str.,
Saratov, 410004

Ski Resort “Gora Vishnevaya”
The State Factory Stable
"Saratov" with Hippodrome

Parks

8(845) 230-99-99
8(845) 239-30-07

XI. Sports clubs
The name
"Volga Sport"
fitness center

"Gladiator"
Sports Club
City Chess Club
The State Factory Stable
"Saratov" with Hippodrome
“Dvorec Sporta”
physical culture and sports
complex
"Dinamo"
water sports base
“Dinamo”
stadium
“Zvezdny”
gym and health center
“Kankan”
training of underwater
swimming
“Kitoboi”
center of diving and
spearfishing

The Address

Phone

3, Naberezhnaya
Kosmonavtov, Saratov,
410000, г.
17, Shkolnaya Str., Saratov,
410052

8 (845) 228-08-80

91/101, Rakhova Str., Saratov,
410056
12a, Ippodromnaya Str.,
Saratov, 410069

(8452) 52-46-20, 50-8380
(8452) 38-02-43, 38-0242

63, Chernychevskogo Str.,
Saratov, 410004

(8452) 29-40-74, 29-4094

2, 3rd Degtyarny Passage,
Saratov, 410004

(8452) 20-04-56

22, Radischeva Str., Saratov,
410028
3b, Bolshaya Zatonskaya Str.,
Saratov, 410030
63, Chernyshevskogo Str.,
Saratov, 410004

(8452) 23-12-27

Office 705, 153/163, Bolshaya
Sadovaya Str., Saratov, 410012

(8452) 47-02-71

(8452) 71-33-19

(8452) 28-44-43, 28-4436
(8452) 46-79-42
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“Lokomotiv”
stadium
Saratov Flying Club named
after Y.Gagarin
helicopter service, parachute
jumping
Regional Automobile
Federation "Sportavto "

29, Atkarskaya Str., Saratov,
410012
39/45, Emlyutina Str., Saartov,
410012

(8452) 41-85-85

26a, Tankistov Str., Saartov,
410019

(8452) 64-25-81

“Saratov”
swimming pool
"WorldClass"
fitness club

63, Chernyshevskogo Str.,
Saratov, 410004
239, Bolshaya Sadovaya Str.,
Saratov, 410009

(8452) 29-40-74, 29-4094
(8452) 45-95-96

"Bodraya Korova"
fitness club
"Lider"
fitness club

112/57, Chelyuskincev Str.,
Saratov, 410012
49a, Sakko&Vancetti Str.,
Saratov, 410600

(8452) 27-23-50

"SportClass"
fitness club

14, Michurina Str., Saratov,
410056
106a, Rabochaya Str., Saratov,
410056

(8452) 51-08-78, 52-3909
(8452) 51-17-96, 51-5494

68, Kutyakova Str., Saratov,
410012

8 (845) 221-47-67

"Yunost",
cultural and sports complex
"Sofia"
wellness center,
"Fizkult"
Fitness club,
«ALEX FITNESS»
fitness club

(8452) 50-84-99

(8452) 26-16-89

50 let Octyabrya avenue,
8 (845) 235-15-53
Saratov, 410052
24, Dzerzhinskogo Str., Saratov 8 (845) 275-39-39

XII. Travel companies (agencies)
The name
“Natali-Tour”

“BlueSky”
network of travel agencies
"Sky Travel Povolzhye"

The Address
Phone
29, Komsomolskaya Str.,
(8452) 23-00-07
Saratov, 410002
www.natalie-travel.ru
22, Lermontova Str., Saratov (8452) 23-84-84
E-mail: vsclub@mail.ru
www.sarbc.ru/allsaratov/barxatnuy_ceson.html
145, Chernyshevskogo Str., (8452) 22-46-82, 70-17-00
Saratov, 410028
E-mail: saratov@bluesky.ru
www.bsky.ru

"Best Tour"
travel agency

59/30, Moskovskaya Str.,
Saratov, 410031

"VKO Club"
network of travel agencies
"Dolce Vita"
"Formula Otdykha"
business travel agency

25, Radischeva Str., Saratov,
410012

“Barkhatny Sezon”

49/65, 410 office, TC
"Arena", Bolshaya

(8452) 26-04-28
E-mail: best_tours@mail.ru
www.best-tour.sarinfo.ru
(8452) 53-00-08
8–800–700–74–77
(8452) 26–31–52; 26–31–26
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Kazachya Str., Saratov,
410031
"Volga-Nasledie"
river cruises
"Volzhskie Dali"
travel agency
"Europe Tour"
"Povolzhsky Tourist Center”
"Puteshestvui!"
network of travel agencies
“Mobilkom-Travel"
"Roszdrav-Saratov"
travel company
"Saratov-Tour Service"
"Saratov Travel Bureau"

7a, Naberezhnaya
Kosmonavtov Str., Saratov,
410031
15, 2 Office, Sobornaya Str.,
Saratov, 410028
28/42, Kuznechnaya Str.,
Saratov, 410031
31/35, Kirova Avenue,
Saratov, 410012
21, Gorkogo Str., Saratov,
410012

(8452) 23–32–35; 28–92–14

Office 40, 30/17, Gorkogo
Str., Saratov, 410012
Office 12, 30/17, Gorkogo
Str., Saratov, 410012

(8452) 60-60-04, 72-22-37
E-mail: roszdravsar@mail.ru
(8452) 45-82-15, 60-35-65
E-mail:
saratov_tur_serv@bk.ru
(8452) 26-24-45, 23-20-52
E-mail: volgakurort@mail.ru
(8452) 23-63-41, 27-95-69
E-mail: tour@telekommedia.ru
(8452) 23-90-90
E-mail: mail@juventa.ru

"Telecom-Tour"
travel agency

166/168, Michurina Str,
Saratov, 410002
35, Moskovskaya Str.,
Saratov, 410031

"Yuventa Tour" travel
company

1, Volzhskaya Str., Saratov,
410002

(8452) 23–34–39
Сайт: www.kurpalitra.ru
(8452) 48-65-40, 23-92-19
E-mail: europat@san.ru
(8452) 59-12-88, 26-49-05
E-mail: ptcenter@forpost.ru
(8452) 72-24-88;
+7–905–383–34–44

XIV. Night clubs
The name
“Akvatoriya”
billiards, bar
“Aleksandriya”
entertainment complex,
club, billiards, bowling
"Vitaliano"
disco
"Grand Michelle"
restaurant, bowling, billiards
"Classika"
billiards
“Noch” night club
"Strike"
bowling
White House
night club
«Machine Head»
night club
«Festa Brava»

The Address
1, Ordzhonikidze Square,
Saratov, 410015,
5th Dachnaya, Saratov,
410033

Phone
(8452) 96-10-24

89, Chernyshevskogo Str.,
Saratov, 410004
22, Kirova Avenue, Saratov,
410012
104, 50 let Octyabrya
Avenue, Saratov, 410040
1, Slonova Str., Saratov,
410078
37, Tankistov Str., Saratov

(8452) 20-06-56

(8452) 45-48-30

(8452) 26-36-40, 27-98-41
Сайт: www.grand-mishel.ru
(8452) 44-62-90
Сайт: classica64.ru
(8452) 52-39-39, 52-47-47
(8452) 93-49-32

7 Cosmonauts Emb., Saratov (8452) 23-34-73
43, October Str., Saratov,
11, Kirova Ave., Saratov,

(8452) 32-47-04
(8452) 93-83-59
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night club
"Pharaoh",
Nightclub
"Avenue"
restaurant

90, Zheleznodorozhnaya str., (8452) 25-22-10
Saratov
29, Kirov avenue, Saratov
(8452) 27-74-15,
Website:www.prospectpiva.ru
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